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ABSTRACT This work analyses dense and sparse 3D Deformation Signatures to represent 3D temporal
deformation instances. The signatures are employed in dynamic 3D face recognition, however, they are
applicable in other domains. This is demonstrated for dynamic expression recognition. The pushing need
for non-intrusive bio-metric measurements made face and its expressions recognition dominant players in
domains like entertainment, surveillance and security. The proposed signature can be computed from 2D,
3D or hybrid input by means of robust 3D fitting. It is computed given a non-linear 6D space representation
which guarantees by construction physically plausible 3D deformations. A unique deformation indicator is
computed per triangle in a triangulated mesh as a ratio derived from scale and in-plane deformation in the
canonical space. These indicators are concatenated densely or sparsely to form the signature. It is then used
to learn the 3D deformation space from the temporal facial signals. Two dynamic datasets were examined for
evaluation. The reported 1-Rank recognition accuracy outperforms the existing literature. Democratising the
recognition step results in 100% accuracy as demonstrated by the reported confusion matrices. In an openworld setting in the face recognition context, an accuracy of 100% was achieved in detecting intruders.
The signature robustness has been further validated in face expressions recognition from a very challenging
highly 3D dynamic dataset.
INDEX TERMS 3D Face Recognition, 3D Temporal Deformation, Lie Groups, 3D Triangulated Mesh
Deformation, Open World

I. INTRODUCTION

On-intrusive biometric measurements [1], [2] are
mandatory in domains like security, surveillance and
entertainment. Face recognition can be considered at the top
of the list of these measurements. Face recognition is the
process to identify or verify a human using the unique facial
identity features. In literature, these features were mostly
2D [3]–[6] but a special attention has been given to 3D as
well [7]–[15]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are
dominating 2D face recognition [4] as they show outstanding
performance on very challenging benchmarks like Janus [16]
and Labeled Faces in the Wild [17]. Although deep networks
like FaceNet [6] and VGG-Face [5] have been trained on
million faces with top performance, 2D face recognition still
suffers from significant failures due to illumination, scale,
pose and skin texture changes [3], [4]. Addressing these
failures can be potentially achieved by employing 3D facial
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features. The intuitive extension of existing 2D deep architectures is unfortunately not directly applicable as 3D faces have
their own geometric and shape characteristics. Hence, 3D
face recognition became very popular using local [3], [18],
[19], global [1], [7], [12], [14], [15], hybrid [20] and deeply
learned 3D [13], [21] facial features. The facial data acquisition setup conditions may generally cause different challenges for accurate face recognition like the varying lighting
conditions, camera positions, skin texture change or even
capturing partial data. Other challenges arise in situations
like having identical twins or introducing the same facial data
before and after a surgical operation. These challenges may
seriously limit the ability to handle forensic and biometric
related tasks [23]–[25]. Another layer of challenges comes to
the play from a security and privacy perspectives; the facial
recognition systems shall be resistant to different attacks like
presentation [26], template [27] and adversarial [28] ones
1
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FIGURE 1. Depiction of temporal deformation instances and how to construct a Sparse 3D Deformation Signature (S3DS) from a set of sparsely deformed
triangles by concatenating their geometric ratios, see Figure 2. The meshes are extracted from the COMA [22] dataset.

which especially appear in deep learning based systems [25].
These attacks are possible as the stolen deep features may
reveal facial appearance. This sensitive data loss clearly
raises major privacy concerns as another set of sensitive
data can be predicted like race, gender, age or even genetic
information [29].
This work aims to strongly contribute into facing these
challenges. The face recognition problem is re-posed from
a 3D deformation perspective. Akin to the static 2D and
3D face recognition, this work exploits the uniqueness of
the facial shape and geometry temporal instances empowered by its temporal deformations during some facial action
(e.g speaking). These deformations can be geometrically
described, as we have demonstrated in [14], [15], and will
inherently profit from the facial shape and geometry unique
characteristics. This geometric description has been interpreted into dense [14] and sparse [15] 3D Deformation Signatures, 3DS and S3DS respectively, see Figure 1. The main
advantage of these signatures is that they are generic enough
to be used within different learning frameworks that aim to
learn the dynamic 3D temporal deformation space in terms
of the constructed signatures as will be demonstrated here.
Furthermore, by construction, 3DS and S3DS represent phys2

ically plausible 3D deformations as they are defined in terms
of a robust non-linear 6D space representation [30], [31].
They do not reveal facial appearance features, as the formed
geometric deformations are abstract triangular geometric
values, which make them naturally secure and resistant to
common presentation [26], template [27] and adversarial [28]
attacks. Thanks to these signatures, the facial deformations
are transformed from a recognition barrier into being the
key-feature in the face recognition process. The contribution
of this paper is a detailed analysis of these dynamic signatures with extended explanation and experimental evaluation,
over [14], [15], on face and expression recognition from 3D
highly dynamic faces of the COMA dataset [22]. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to use COMA data in
the context of expression recognition. It has been firstly used
for 3D face recognition in [14] and [15].
The related work is discussed in Section II and Section III
explains relevant background. The dense and sparse deformation signatures are explained in Section IV. Section V shows
results and discusses the validation experiments. Finally Section VI concludes the work.
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II. RELATED WORK

There are many surveys in the literature reporting progress
on face recognition [1], [25], [32], [33]. We herein present
the most relevant and recent works. The first approach
that handles variation caused by face deformations is to
acquire a broad range of static facial expressions and extract the facial biometric features from each instance of
these expressions per subject [1] as has been prepared
in many datasets like Face Recognition Grand Challenge
(FRGCv2) [34], Binghamton University 3D Facial Expression (BU3DFE) [35], Bosphorus [36], 3D Twins Expression
Challenge (3D-TEC) [37] and University of Milano Bicocca
3D face DataBase (UMB-DB) [38].
These methods may cover as many expressions as introduced but the need to classify the expression types prior
to face recognition increases the computational complexity.
Hence, most of the literature tackles facial deformations invariant face recognition by modeling expressions and finding
insensitive facial parts [1], [8], [19]. Some approaches consider region-based techniques where the most invariant regions of the face over all the expressions are segmented [39],
[40] or extracted by expression invariant tools [41], [42].
Facial curves are also common in 3D face recognition where
radial curves passing through the nose tip [43]–[45] or extracted key points [9] are employed. Although these face
recognition algorithms report robust performance on different facial expressions, they mainly depend on unchanging
facial segmentation which is not always manageable in 3D.
Other methods employ facial anthropometrics [46]–[48] and
some give special attention to the nasal region [19], [20], [49]
as these regions are more consistent through different face
expressions.
A promising research direction is toward using a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) which constructs and fits a 3D face
model to the input face. Face recognition is then based on
matching the model features between different instances. A
statistical Keypoints based 3D Deformable Model (K3DM),
constructed by dense correspondences, is used for 3D face
recognition by matching its parameters [12]. The parameters of another 3DMM [50] were also used by [7], [51].
Wavelet coefficients obtained from morphing a registered
annotated face model [52] were also applied for 3D face
recognition [53].
This work is compared to the most relevant ones [12],
[13], [20] employing 3DMM, in Section V, which are briefly
described here. A deep learning architecture was proposed
by [13] to learn 3D facial features. Three separate fitting
operations were used to generate three channels from the
input 3D point cloud. The first operation fits a surface to
the 3D point cloud to create a depth channel. The second
and third operations fit the spherical azimutal and zenital
surfaces, exploiting the 3D point cloud normals, to create the
second and third channels. The newly formed three-channel
image is then normalized and rendered as an RGB image.
This image passes through a landmark identification network
to detect the nose tip and center it within a 224 × 224 square
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crop of the face. Another downsampling step to 160 × 160
is required to learn the features. After fitting a 3DMM to
the input face, [12] divided the face into regions (eyes and
nose). The face recognition step used both the extracted
regions and the complete face. It is important to note that
they had to mitigate the deformation effect that produces
keypoints duplicates by an additional removal step of these
duplicates. An earlier work introduced face recognition using
multimodal 2D/3D inputs [20]. In order to handle facial
expressions, they had to use a hybrid feature-based and
holistic matching approach. They used a 3D spherical face
representation with a 2D Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) descriptor to create a rejection classifier. Furthermore,
the eyes-forehead and nose regions were used to support the
matching process and reduce the expressions effect. These
two matching processes were fused to guranatee maximum
possible accuracy.
III. BACKGROUND

The proposed dense (3DS) [14] and Sparse (S3DS) [15] 3D
Deformation Signatures are created by concatenating a set of
unique geometric values (deformation indicators) computed
from the individual triangles of the 3D facial triangulated
mesh after being fitted to an input facial temporal instance.
Thanks to this fitting step, there is a full correspondence
between the input temporal sequence instances as the input
stream is registered to a common reference topology. The
temporal triangles deformation is then used to compute the
deformation signatures. Section III-A briefly covers 3D fitting methods from 2D, 3D and hybrid input and Section III-B
explains the concept of 3D triangle deformation in Lie Bodies
representation [30].
A. 3D FACE FITTING

In general, fitting to a common template is to register the
input stream (2D, 3D, or hybrid) to a common reference
topology [54]. This registration is usually posed as an optimization problem with an objective function of the form:
E = Edata + Ereg

(1)

where Edata is a data term that measures the alignment error
given the surface points, and Ereg is a regularization term
that gives extra constrains to avoid over-fitting.
The intuition to use 3D model fitting as a base for 3D
face recognition is to enable face recognition from different
platforms independent of the input stream. The independence
can be achieved thanks to the advances in 3D face model
fitting algorithms [55]–[59] from different input modalities
like 2D [59], 3D [55], [56] or a combination of them [57].
Zhu et al. [59] fit automatically a dense 3D Morphable
face Model (3DMM) to a 2D image in a fraction of second
using cascaded CNNs. It is able to align faces in large poses
that go up to 90 degrees. There is also a Non-linear 3DMM
model proposed by [58] to enrich the representation power of
3DMM models which pushes toward 3D model fitting with
less constrained 2D images. Another work [55] deals with 3D
3
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input and especially partial range scans. Their optimization
based algorithm is fully automatic and efficiently addresses
the problem of partial matching. FLAME (Faces Learned
with an Articulated Model and Expressions) is a 3D face
model [56] which uses orthonormal expression space. It
captures both head and neck. The learned space is factored
into pose and identity which can be an advantage to fit
sparse, noisy and partial data. A recent Large Scale Model
(LSM) by [57] contains rich demographic information which
enables fitting models tailored for specific gender, age or
ethnicity group. It exploits both 2D and 3D data.
B. 3D TRIANGLE DEFORMATION

A 3D face is represented by a triangulated mesh. Each mesh
contains N triangles. In this work, 3D triangulated meshes
are described using the Lie Bodies manifold representation
[30], [31] which defines a deformation that does not suffer
from the possibility of having negative determinants, unlike
Euclidean deformations, which represent non-physical deformations.
Without loss of generality, any non-degenerate triangle can
be represented by its edge matrix [v1 − v0 , v2 − v0 ] ∈ R3×2
where {v0 , v1 , v2 } ⊂ R3 are its vertices. A triangle T
deformed by Q ∈ R3×3 is not unique as the deformed
triangle D = QT has six constraints only.
In Lie Bodies representation [30], the deformation takes
place in a non-linear 6D space. The deformation Q is formed
by 3D rotating the triangle and applying an isotropic scaling
followed by an in-plane deformation. These three deformation components impose a group structure, where:
1) The rotation special orthogonal group SO(3) of degree
3 is defined as:
SO(3) = {R : RT R = I, det(R) = +1},

(2)

where det(·) denotes the matrix determinant.
2) The isotropic scaling GS , with a standard multiplication operation, denotes R+ .
3) The in-plane deformation GA is defined as:


1 U
GA , {A =
: U ∈ R, L > 0}. (3)
0 L
SO(3) and GA are subgroups of the general linear group
GL(3) of degree 3 which has the set of (3 × 3) real nonsingular matrices and the standard matrix multiplication operation. The two elements A ∈ GA and S ∈ GS act on a
canonical triangle C which is represented as:
C = [v1 − v0 , v2 − v0 ] = [(x1 , 0, 0), (x2 , y2 , 0)]

(5)

where C1 and C2 are canonical triangles. A rotation matrix
Rc ∈ SO(3) can be used to find C:
C = Rc T
4

IV. DENSE AND SPARSE 3D DEFORMATION
SIGNATURES

The mathematical derivation of the geometric representation
of each triangle in a fitted triangular mesh will be given in the
next Section IV-A, see Figure 2. The construction of both the
Dense (3DS) and Sparse (S3DS) 3D Deformation Signatures
will be then illustrated in Section IV-B. The general approach
to use them in face recognition is outlined in Section IV-C.
A. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION

An input 3D face fitted to a 3DMM has N triangles, Ti , i =
1, .., N , each Ti can be converted to its canonical state Tic by
applying a multiplication of Ric ∈ SO(3). Hence:
Tic = Ric Ti

(7)

Dic is a deformed triangle in its canonical state where:
Dic = ASTic = ASRic Ti

(8)

As (A, S) is unique [30] in GA ×GS , our insight [14], [15]
is that (A, S) gives a unique description for Dic if deformed
from a common reference T ref :
T ref = Tic = [(x1 , 0, 0), (x2 , y2 , 0)] = [(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0)]
(9)
Using Tic in equation (8), Dic will be:
Dic = [(xc1i , 0, 0), (xc2i , y2ci , 0)]

(10)

From [30], S will be:
(Dic )

S = ||v1

(Tic )

||/||v1

(Dic )

|| = ||v1

||

(11)

and the parameters U and L will be:
(D c )

(T c )

(T c )

(D c )

U = (v2x i − v2xi )/v2y i = v2x i

(12)

and
(D c )

(T c )

(D c )

L = v2y i /v2y i = v2y i

(13)

(4)

where x1 > 0, x2 ∈ R and y2 > 0. There is a unique
(A, S) ∈ GA × GS such that:
C2 = ASC1

where T is any triangle. The group (R, S, A) has 6 degrees
of freedom: 3 for R, 1 for S and 2 for A. The triangle
deformation group GT is defined as the set of R, S and A
which is the direct product of SO(3), GS and GA .

(6)

Dividing S in equation (11) by L in equation (13), gives an
aspectc ratio of a chypothetical ellipse which has its axes as
(D )
(D )
||v1 i || and |v2y i |:
(Dic )

S/L = ||v1

(D c )

||/v2y i

(14)

By construction, the ratio S/L in equation (14) is unique as
long as (A, S) is unique [30].
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FIGURE 2. Geometrical description of the unique geometrical ratio extracted per triangle based on Lie Bodies representation. The ratio computed per deformed
triangle can be seen as an aspect ratio of a hypothetical ellipse which axes are in terms of scale and in-plane deformation. The figure is adapted from [30] and [14].

B. 3D DEFORMATION SIGNATURES CONSTRUCTION

The 3D deformation signatures describe the 3D temporal
deformation from a single triangle reference T ref at a specific instant in time. Figure 2 shows a graphical geometrical
description of the S/L ratio per triangle. These signatures are
constructed by densely (3DS) [14] or sparsely (S3DS) [15]
concatenating the 3D face triangles deformation ratios S/L
(or possibly a subset region of interest (ROI) of the 3D
face). Dense 3DS means to concatenate all the computed
S/L ratios in one feature vector. Sparse S3DS means to
concatenate arbitrarily chosen ratios sparsely distributed over
the 3D face (or a ROI) in a single feature vector and fixing the
selection order for all subsequent facial instances. Although
this sparse adaptation of the dense descriptor is simple, it
has a significant impact on the descriptor compactness and
consequently the memory, storage, processing and retrieval
requirements as will be seen in Section V. The computed deformation signatures (3DS and S3DS) create a rich identitybased temporal-deformation descriptions. By construction,
non of them can be directly decoded into facial appearance
features which make them robust to common security attacks.
Without restriction, the canonical triangular reference T ref ,
the 3D model size N , the 3D fitting method and the mesh
triangulation used can be changed.
C. 3D FACE RECOGNITION

The 3D face recognition process from an input temporal
deformation sequence can be done as follows:
VOLUME 4, 2016

1) Get a temporal input stream of a person while speaking.
2) Fit the input stream (2D, 3D or a combination) to a
common 3D template, Section III-A.
3) Extract the 3D Deformation Signature (3DS or S3DS)
for all the deformed triangles, a sparse subset of it or a
given ROI.
4) Learn the space of 3D deformations per person using
any standard machine or deep learning techniques.
5) Given the learned space in step (4), recognize the
input temporal instance(s). Results reported in Tables 1
and 2 are rank-1 recognition accuracy using a single
temporal 3D face instance. Voting of some instances
can guarantee a 100% accuracy as suggested by the
reported confusion matrices. See section V for more
details.
The recognition pipeline starts by fitting a 3D common
facial template to any 2D [58], [59], 3D [55], [56] or a
hybrid [57] input. This will neutralize problems like static
2D/3D face appearance change due to external conditions.
This fitting can also overcome problems related to partial and
noisy data [55]–[57], [59].
The next section discusses the experiments to learn the
space of temporal deformations and do face recognition
using both Dense (3DS) and Sparse (S3DS) descriptors.
Furthermore, the robustness of these deformation signatures
are examined by re-employing them in 3D facial expression
recognition from a very challenging dynamic dataset called
5
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COMA [22]. To the best of our knowledge, COMA was
first used for face recognition in [14] and here is the first
work to report results on expression recognition from such
challenging dynamic dataset. It is important to note that
the deformation signatures can be exploited in any other
application domain that requires dynamic temporal deformation description as long as the input is fitted to a common
topological reference.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTS OVERVIEW

Two dynamic (3D + time) datasets, BU4DFE [60] and
COMA [22], were employed to do the face recognition
experiments and the static BU3DFE [35] dataset to simulate
an open-world scenario. The dynamic datasets were chosen
thanks to their extreme expressions that give a rich space of
facial deformations. Testing on each of these datasets alone
inherits a closed-world setup where a limited set of people
are considered. To validate the signatures and test their robustness, an open-world assumption was employed, where
thousands of external distractors (intruders) were exposed
to the recognition system and they have to be rejected. The
BU3DFE [35] 3D fitted frames were used for this purpose.
Follows the datasets description:
1) BU4DFE [60] is a 3D Dynamic Facial Expression
Database that is captured at 25 frames per second. For
each subject, there are six facial expressions (anger,
disgust, happiness, fear, sadness and surprise) of 100
frames each (total of approximately 60,600 frame models). The experiments have been applied on 606 3D
facial expression sequences captured from 101 subjects (58 females and 43 males) with a variety of
ethnic/racial ancestries.
2) COMA [22] consists of 3D sequences of 12 subjects
of different ages. Each subject performs 12 different
expressions (bareteeth, cheeks in, eyebrow, high smile,
lips back, lips up, mouth down, mouth extreme, mouth
middle, mouth open, mouth side and mouth up). Please
note that they are represented as Classes 1 to 12 in
Figures 12 to 22 reported later respectively. These
expressions are extreme causing a lot of facial tissue
deformation. No two expressions are correlated with
each other. The number of frames for each expression is ranging from 673 up to 2363 (total of 20,466
meshes).
3) BU3DFE [35] is a 3D static Facial Expression
Database that contains 100 persons (44 males and 56
females) with 2500 expression models representing
seven facial expressions (neutral, anger, disgust, happiness, fear, sadness and surprise). It has a variety of
ethnic/racial ancestries.
The experiments examine the robustness of the proposed
deformation signatures (3DS and S3DS) in the context of 3D
dynamic face recognition, see Sections V-B and V-C. They
are extendable to any dynamic object deformation related
6

3D FM
Dense Full Head [56]
Dense 3D Face [56]
Dense 3D Face [55]

3DS 10-fold cross-validated Rank-1 RA
99.90%
99.30%
99.90%

TABLE 1. Using dense 3DS, the table compares the computed Rank-1 Face
Recognition Accuracy (RA) using different 3D Fitting Methods (FM) [55], [56]
on the dynamic COMA dataset [22].

applications. This extension is demonstrated on extreme 3D
facial expressions recognition, see Section V-D, to further
validate the signatures robustness. The extreme facial deformations show the efficiency of 3DS and S3DS in describing
the space of deformations. The following experiments also
show the independence of them of any input 3D triangulated
mesh by fitting two different templates using two different
fitting methods as shown in Table 1.
The default settings using an error-correcting output codes
(ECOC) classification model in MATLAB are used [61] to
learn the space of deformations. No hyper-parameter optimization is performed to further emphasize the robustness
of 3DS and S3DS. The ECOC model reduces the problem
of multi-class classification to a set of binary classification
problems. The reported results show a 1-Rank (the first
most relevant recognized element) 10-fold cross-validated
face Recognition Accuracy (RA) 1) using dense 3DS of
99.98% for BU4DFE and 99.90% for COMA and 2) using
sparse S3DS of up to 99.92% for BU4DFE and 99.93%
for COMA. The results also show the BU3DFE intruders
rejection 1) using 3DS achieving 99.70% for BU4DFE and
99.46% for COMA and 2) using S3DS reaches 100% for both
BU4DFE and COMA. Tables 3, 6 compare the computed
1-Rank 10-fold-cross-validated Recognition Accuracy (RA)
and BU3DFE [35] Distractors Detection Accuracy (DDA)
employing [55] 3D Fitting Method (FM) on the 3D face
region of BU4DFE [60] and COMA [22] respectively. The
first row shows results for 3DS on a complete 3D face with
N = 9050 triangles followed by S3DS. The triangles are
selected on a fixed distance step (= Sparsity Reduction Rate
(SRR)). The step size (SRR) has been arbitrarily chosen to
examine different sparse patterns.
Sections V-B and V-C give detailed experimental results
on an arbitrarily trained ECOC model and the 10-fold crossvalidated accuracy using 3DS and S3DS on BU4DFE and
COMA respectively. For visualization limitations, Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis and confusion matrices are reported on COMA as it has 12 subjects and 12
expressions only. Section V-D gives similar experimental
results on COMA’s extreme expressions recognition and
Section V-E comments on 3DS and S3DS performance for
both 3D face and expression recognition.
B. 3D FACE RECOGNITION ON BU4DFE

Table 2 compares 3DS and S3DS against relevant methods [12], [13], [20] reported on BU4DFE [13]. Contrary
to [12], [13], [20], 3DS and S3DS do not require heavy
VOLUME 4, 2016
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preprocessing or complex matching and fusion steps. Only
a single 3D face template fitting step followed by a dense or
sparse selection of triangles are required to be applied to the
input. To extend our work using the open-world assumption
akin to [13], [62], the BU3DFE individual fitted [55] 2500
3D frames [35] were introduced as distractors to the learned
ECOC models. The reported results in Tables 2, 3 emphasize
the robustness of 3DS and S3DS. They compare their 1-Rank
cross-validated RA and BU3DFE [35] DDA employing [55]
3D FM on the 3D face region. They show that S3DS, with all
SRR reduction levels up to ≈ 500, N = 19, outperformed all
methods except dense 3DS. S3DS outperformed 3DS in the
DDA at all SRR reduction levels up to SRR ≈ 500.
3D FR Method
MMH (2D + 3D) [20]
K3DM (3D) [12]
FR3DNetF T (3D) [13]
3DS (3D), N = 9050
S3DS (3D), N = 1810
S3DS (3D), N = 181
S3DS (3D), N = 31
S3DS (3D), N = 19

1-Rank RA
94.20%
96.00%
98.00%
99.98%
99.92%
99.89%
99.64%
98.78%

BU3DFE DDA
99.70%
99.79%
99.88%
99.75%
96.67%

TABLE 2. Comparison of 3DS and S3DS with state-of-art methods on
BU4DFE dataset [60]. The literature accuracy is reported as given in [13]. The
table compares the computed 1-Rank cross-validated Face RA and
BU3DFE [35] DDA employing [55] 3D FM on the 3D face region that has been
regularly reduced by a SRR.

BU4DFE [60]
3DS, N = 9050
N per frame
1810
181
91
31
19
13
10
7

SRR
5
50
100
300
500
700
1000
1500

1-Rank RA
99.98%
S3DS
99.92%
99.89%
99.86%
99.64%
98.78%
88.60%
80.18%
56.15%

BU3DFE DDA
99.70%
S3DS
99.79%
99.88%
99.84%
99.75%
96.67%
97.25%
100%
99.96%

TABLE 3. The table compares the computed 1-Rank cross-validated Face RA
of 3DS and S3DS and BU3DFE [35] DDA employing [55] 3D FM on the 3D
face region of BU4DFE [60] that has been regularly reduced by a SRR.

C. 3D FACE RECOGNITION ON COMA

The experiments are performed on two different triangulated
meshes with different sizes, see Table 4, generated by two
fitting methods [55], [56]. Table 5 shows the performance of
3DS and S3DS on a mesh fitted by [56]. The COMA full
head 3D fitted template, 9976 triangles, and its face region,
6526 triangles, show 1-Rank cross-validated RA of 99.90%
and 99.30% respectively using 3DS. The reduced recognition
accuracy of 3DS is about 0.6% but it is due to excluding
deformation features in the other regions. However, it is noted
that S3DS outperforms face 3DS with high reduction rates
of up to SRR ≈ 100 (N = 66 triangles and accuracy of
99.72%).
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3D FM
Full Head [56]
3D Face [56]
3D Face [55]

Number of triangles per mesh
9976
6526
9050

TABLE 4. The number of triangles per 3D temporal instance for each Fitting
Method (FM).

Table 6 shows that S3DS outperforms 3DS on COMA
by achieving a 1-Rank cross-validated RA of 99.93% and
99.92% with N = 453 and N = 227, SRR ≈ 20 and SRR
≈ 40 and DDA of 99.75% and 99.96% respectively. It also
demonstrates that similar accuracy can be obtained with high
reduction rates of up to SRR ≈ 200 (N = 46 triangles only
and accuracy of 99.31%) and very close accuracy at SRR
≈ 300, N = 31. These results show consistent behaviour
with Tables 3 and 5.
COMA [22]
Head 3DS, N = 9976
Face 3DS, N = 6526
N per frame
653
327
164
131
88
66
44
33
22
11
6

SRR
10
20
40
50
75
100
150
200
300
600
1200

1-Rank RA
99.90%
99.30%
Face S3DS
99.54%
99.69%
99.77%
99.78%
99.79%
99.72%
99.27%
96.48%
95.32%
75.05%
53.01%

TABLE 5. Using 3DS and S3DS, the table compares the computed 1-Rank
cross-validated Face Recognition Accuracy (RA) employing [56] 3D Fitting
Method (FM) on the head and 3D face region of COMA [22] where the face
region has been regularly reduced by a Sparsity Reduction Rate (SRR).

COMA [22]
3DS, N = 9050
N per frame
4525
1810
905
453
227
181
91
61
46
31
16
8

SRR
2
5
10
20
40
50
100
150
200
300
600
1200

1-Rank RA
99.90%
S3DS
99.89%
99.90%
99.89%
99.93%
99.92%
99.87%
99.80%
99.39%
99.31%
97.50%
87.82%
74.98%

BU3DFE DDA
99.46%
S3DS
99.96%
99.75%
99.88%
99.75%
99.96%
99.25%
99.67%
100%
99.96%
99.88%
100%
100%

TABLE 6. Using 3DS and S3DS, the table compares the computed 1-Rank
cross-validated Face Recognition Accuracy (RA) and BU3DFE [35] Distractors
Detection Accuracy (DDA) employing [55] 3D Fitting Method (FM) on the 3D
face region of COMA [22] that has been regularly reduced by a Sparsity
Reduction Rate (SRR).

The main objective of the experiments is to evaluate the
dense and sparse 3DS descriptors in extreme 3D classification (recognition) situations. Hence, ROC analysis is ex7
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ploited to serve for this purpose as the evaluation is done from
that point of view. It is important to note that the experiments
did not go for any optimization or fine-tuning to identify faces
or their emotions (see Section V-D). Only the default MATLAB configurations were used to emphasize the robustness
of the proposed descriptors. The Cumulative Match Curve
(CMC) is not considered here as an evaluation metric as it
is regularly used to assess closed-set identification systems
which is not the purpose of our experimental setup. The
experiments assess the quality of the proposed descriptors in
different extreme scenarios in 3D dynamic face and emotion
recognition.
Arbitrary trained models out of 10 cross-validated models of 15 experiments have been randomly chosen for face
recognition on COMA and their ROC curves and confusion
matrices are reported in Appendix A. The ROC analysis of
the dense 3DS and sparse S3DS on COMA for 3D face recognition, without cross validation, shows a 100% 1-Rank RA
where SRR = 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 50. The 1-Rank RA with
very high SRR = 300 (N = 31) is 97.8% where a few number
of outliers (<=48 out of 20,466 frames) can be noticed in the
confusion matrix, see Figure 9. This suggests the possibility
to add a voting step on several compact frames which shall be
very efficient in terms of memory and computation resources.
Figures 3 to 11 show the ROC curves and confusion matrices
for all trained models. The more each ROC curve hugs the
left and top edges of the plot, the better the recognition.
D. 3D FACE EXPRESSIONS RECOGNITION ON COMA

The experiments are performed on two different triangulated
meshes with different sizes, see Table 4, generated by two
fitting methods [55], [56]. Table 7 shows the performance of
3DS and S3DS on a mesh fitted by [56]. The COMA 3D fitted
template face region contains 6526 triangles with 1-Rank
cross-validated expression RA of 88.20% using 3DS. It is
noted that S3DS outperforms 3DS with high reduction rates
of up to SRR ≈ 20 (N = 327 triangles and 1-Rank crossvalidated expression RA of 92.66%). The highest reported
accuracy is 94.43% at SRR ≈ 10, N = 653.
Table 8 shows the performance of 3DS and S3DS on a
mesh fitted by [55]. 3DS achieves a 1-Rank cross-validated
expression RA of 97.85% while S3DS gets very close results
of 97.76% and 96.67% with N = 4525 and N = 1810,
SRR ≈ 2 and SRR ≈ 5 respectively. It demonstrates that
acceptable 1-Rank cross-validated expression RA can be
obtained with reduction rates of up to SRR ≈ 20 (N = 453
triangles and accuracy of 91.31%). These results show consistent behaviour with Table 7.
Arbitrarily trained models out of 10 cross-validated models of 15 experiments have been randomly chosen for expression recognition on COMA and their ROC curves and
confusion matrices are reported in Appendix A. The ROC
analysis of the dense 3DS and sparse S3DS on COMA for
3D expression recognition shows 100% accuracy for SRR
= 0, 2. For SRR = 5, 10, the accuracy is 99.5% and 97.8%
respectively where up to 51 outliers can be noticed at SRR
8

COMA [22]
Face 3DS, N = 6526
N per frame
653
327
164
131
88
66
44
33
22
11
6

SRR
10
20
40
50
75
100
150
200
300
600
1200

1-Rank RA
88.20%
S3DS
94.43%
92.66%
87.64%
85.46%
81.95%
76.21%
71.84%
63.09%
60.22%
47.92%
38.33%

TABLE 7. Using 3DS and S3DS, the table compares the computed 1-Rank
cross-validated Expression Recognition Accuracy (RA) employing [56] 3D
Fitting Method (FM) on the head and 3D face region of COMA [22] where the
face region has been regularly reduced by a Sparsity Reduction Rate (SRR).

COMA [22]
3DS, N = 9050
N per frame
4525
1810
905
453
227
181
91
61
46
31
16
8

SRR
2
5
10
20
40
50
100
150
200
300
600
1200

1-Rank RA
97.85%
S3DS
97.76%
96.67%
94.77%
91.31%
86.38%
84.24%
77.00%
71.94%
68.72%
63.80%
49.47%
35.68%

TABLE 8. Using 3DS and S3DS, the table compares the computed 1-Rank
cross-validated Expression Recognition Accuracy (RA) employing [55] 3D
Fitting Method (FM) on the 3D face region of COMA [22] that has been
regularly reduced by a Sparsity Reduction Rate (SRR).

= 10. For higher SRR = 15, 20 the accuracy is 95.7% and
94% respectively with up to 109 outliers at SRR = 20. With
very high reduction rates, the overall accuracy is very low.
However, carefully checking the ROC curves shows that
the degradation happened due to confusion in very similar
expressions (e.g mouth up, mouth down, and mouth middle)
which is expected as the S3DS has its triangles arbitrarily
chosen rather than being carefully selected to well represent
the expression-effective regions. Figures 12 to 22 show the
ROC curves and confusion matrices for all trained models.
The more each ROC curve hugs the left and top edges of
the plot, the better the recognition. It can be noticed that the
general degradation in recognition does not affect all classes,
however, it is pronounced in very similar expression classes.
As just stated, this happens due to the triangles sparse random
selection to represent the face rather than representing the
expression-effective regions.
E. 3DS VS. S3DS FACE AND EXPRESSION
RECOGNITION

Tables 3, 5, 6 show high accuracy with high SRR. This
accuracy drops drastically at very high SRR but still gives
VOLUME 4, 2016
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acceptable results. This reduction can be due to reduced representative dimensionality of the S3DS descriptors at these
very high SRR rates in the deformation space. Tables 3, 6
show high DDA on S3DS thanks to the sparse selection of
triangles which seems to improve the uniqueness of the S3DS
generated descriptor, compared to 3DS, due to the extremely
low probability of having the same pattern repeated from
any other processed facial instance. The system would reject
intruders at very high SRR rates which is again due to the
very low possibility of generating similar S3DS descriptors
for them with such high disparity between the concatenated
signature elements. Although both 3DS and S3DS provide
identity rich representation exploiting the 3D deformations,
the reported results on face recognition demonstrate that
S3DS provides a compact and memory efficient deformation
signature compared to 3DS. It shall be noted that 3DS and
S3DS are computed in parallel as they are triangle dependent.
The 3DS computed for a complete frame takes less than two
milliseconds on an intel core i7 processor and S3DS takes a
fraction of a millisecond. They can be made faster using a
GPU implementation.
The identity rich representation of both 3DS and S3DS
makes the face recognition accuracy higher than expression
recognition. This is especially emphasized in the Sparse
S3DS given the arbitrary selection of the triangles which do
not explicitly represent the expression however is still unique
given the subject shape and geometry. Analyzing the expression recognition performance with very sparse triangles
further confirms this observation as the probability of having
a sufficient number of triangles selected within the expression
effective regions is very low. This can be clearly seen in
the confusion between mouth related expressions (e.g mouth
up, mouth down and mouth middle) using highly compact
vectors.
In order to create an expression-aware deformation signature, the triangles have to be selected from within the
expression-effective regions (mouth, nose, eyes). It is expected that this shall greatly boost the expression recognition
accuracy at very high SRR rates and preserve the identity.
However, this shall be further investigated in a future work.
F. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The 3D fitting step to construct a 3DMM is key to create
robust signatures. Although it is very beneficial to mitigate for different issues (like partial input, varying lighting
and skin changes), the fitting quality is a main factor in
constructing representative 3DS and S3DS signatures. Bad
fitting would imply constructing vectors which do not truly
represent the temporal facial instances. Given the advances
in literature of 3D fitting algorithms, this may have a limited
effect, see Section III-A. Robustness of existing 3DMMs and
the parallel nature of the signatures computation shall even
enable 3D face recognition from different platforms.
Current experiments have employed the open-world assumption for face recognition on thousands of intruders
(distractors). This is acceptable if the method is employed
VOLUME 4, 2016

in small to medium setups, however, very large real-world
setups would require a validation against millions of intruders [13], [62] which is not covered in this study. The compactness and computational efficiency of S3DS encourage
the extension to a very large testing setup that may function
in real-time with limited memory requirements. To the best
of our knowledge, Gilani et al. [13] were the first to report
results given this assumption. However, they had to finetune the network using their large test-set which violates the
open-world assumption where the intruders should have been
never seen [62]. The experiments in this work have respected
this assumption by introducing thousands of unseen intruders
(BU3DFE [35]) to the trained models.
The proposed signatures were either densely or sparsely
representing the 3D facial temporal instances, future work
will examine dedicated facial regions (especially nose, eyes,
mouth and around the standard 68 facial landmarks regions)
and whether they shall be all present to capture the facial
identity or at least one region can be enough to capture the
identity related deformation behaviour. A similar study is
foreseen to cover the complex facial expressions and their
related temporal deformations. The extension to represent
the facial identity shall consider both closed and open world
assumptions. Although two different meshing and three different sizes were employed, see Table 4, the 3DMM template
size and meshing effects still need to be further investigated.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, dense and sparse 3D deformation signatures to
represent temporal 3D facial instances have been analysed.
They have been exploited for 3D dynamic face recognition
and have outperformed existing state of the art on the examined dynamic BU4DFE and COMA datasets. Their robustness has been further validated for 3D dynamic expression
recognition on the 12 complex expressions of COMA. These
signatures are applicable in other dynamic applications domains that would require 3D fitting of triangulated meshes.
Using Lie Bodies representation, the signatures construction
secures physically plausible 3D deformations thanks to its
non-linear 6D space representation. A unique geometric ratio
is computed for each triangle to act as a deformation indicator. This indicator is derived in a canonical space in terms of
scale and in-plane deformation. The signatures are then built
by densely (3DS) or sparsely (S3DS) concatenating these
values. The concatenated vectors can be then used to learn
the space of the temporal 3D facial deformation signals. The
robustness of the signatures has been validated by employing
a standard classification model in MATLAB called ECOC.
No hyper-parameter optimization or any special settings were
required. The first-rank recognition accuracy passed 99.92%.
The intruders (BU3DFE dataset) detection rate reached 100%
using S3DS. This sparse deformation signature is compact
and very efficient in terms of memory and computation
requirements. For example, reduction rates of up to ≈ 500
produced a compact S3DS with a dimensionality of 19 rather
than a 3DS with 9050 dimensionality. The computation of
9
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3DS takes less than two milliseconds while S3DS requires
less than one millisecond on an Intel core i7 processor. This
can be boosted using a GPU implementation that may lead to
an efficient extension to embedded systems. Detailed ROC
and confusion matrices analysis has further validated the
reliability of the deformation signatures. The ROC analysis
demonstrates the descriptive power of the deformation signatures and reveals the possibility to carefully design these
descriptors by representing specific facial regions if required.
The confusion matrices encourage democratizing the face
recognition process using multiple 3D temporal instances or
to add a dedicated face verification step. Common security
attacks are naturally tackled by these signatures as they can
not be decoded into facial appearance features or used for
3D face reconstruction. However, it is important to further
investigate them, from a security perspective, using different
meshing, canonical references and learning models.
.
APPENDIX A ROC ANALYSIS AND CONFUSION
MATRICES

The generated ROC analysis figures and confusion matrices are reported here. A total of 30 models (15 for face
recognition and 15 for expression recognition) were trained.
These models were used to compute the ROC curves and the
confusion matrices using the COMA [22] dataset. 3D face
recognition results are reported in Figures 3 to 11. 3D face
expressions recognition results are reported in Figures 12
to 22. The face expressions 1-Rank RA accuracy for SRR
> 20 dropped under 90%, hence, only the ROC curves are
reported.
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